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A digitally generated ultrafine optical frequency comb
for spectral measurements with 0.01-pm resolution and
0.7-ms response time

Yuan Bao1,*, Xingwen Yi2,*, Zhaohui Li1, Qingming Chen1,3, Jianping Li1, Xudong Fan4 and Xuming Zhang3,5

Optical spectral measurements are crucial for optical sensors and many other applications, but the prevailing methods, such as optical

spectrum analysis and tunable laser spectroscopy, often have to make compromises among resolution, speed, and accuracy. Optical

frequency combs are widely used for metrology of discrete atomic and molecular spectral lines. However, they are usually generated by

optical methods and have large comb spacing, which limits the resolution for direct sampling of continuous spectra. To overcome these

problems, this paper presents an original method to digitally generate an ultrafine optical frequency comb (UFOFC) as the frequency

ruler for spectral measurements. Each comb line provides one sampling point, and the full spectrum can be captured at the same time

using coherent detection. For an experimental demonstration, we adopted the inverse fast Fourier transform to generate a UFOFC with a

comb spacing of 1.46 MHz over a 10-GHz range and demonstrated its functions using a Mach–Zehnder refractive index sensor. The

UFOFC obtains a spectral resolution of 0.01 pm and response time of 0.7 ms; both represent 100-fold improvements over the state of

the art and could be further enhanced by several orders of magnitude. The UFOFC presented here could facilitate new label-free sensor

applications that require both high resolution and fast speed, such as measuring binding kinetics and single-molecule dynamics.
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INTRODUCTION

Optical sensors and spectroscopic applications rely heavily on the

measurement of various types of optical spectra, such as absorption/

transmission spectra, fluorescence spectra, and Raman spectra,1–4 but

the resolution and speed are often a bottleneck. Among various avail-

able methods for spectral measurement, optical spectrum analysis

(OSA) is the most popular. This method utilizes an optical grating

or other dispersive element to spread different wavelength compo-

nents to different spatial angles/locations and moves an optical

detector (mounted with an aperture to adjust the resolution) to mea-

sure the intensities of different wavelength components. OSAs usually

have fine spectral resolution (the best commercial equipment has dl

,0.001 nm), but the sweeping time is limited to approximately 0.01–

2 s. Another widely used method is tunable laser spectroscopy,5–7

which uses a tunable diode laser as the light source and a photodetec-

tor as the receiver. By varying the output wavelength of the tunable

laser (usually a distributed feedback diode laser), the optical spectrum

can be sampled point-by-point. This method can achieve high reso-

lution (typically ,1 pm, but resolution as fine as 1 fm is possible) and

fast speed (,1 ms–1 ms).5,8,9 However, fast wavelength tuning by

current injection or other methods often causes intensity noise, wave-

length drift (typically 2 pm), and linewidth broadening,10 and these

problems offset most of the merits of this method. For this reason,

OSAs are more popular than tunable laser spectroscopy for high-reso-

lution spectral measurements, unless fast speed is the most important

requirement. In this paper, we will use an OSA as the reference for the

performance comparison.

Optical frequency combs (OFCs) have been widely used as precise

frequency rulers in dimensional metrology, time keeping, and atomic/

molecular spectroscopy.11–13 However, they are often generated by

optical methods, such as mode-locked lasers14 and microresonators,15

and the frequency spacing is usually large (e.g., 10 GHz in Ref. 14).

These OFCs can be used to precisely measure discrete spectral lines of

atomic/molecular transitions based on the beat notes.11–13 However,

the large frequency spacing of OFCs does not enable the use all of the

comb lines as the sampling points to directly sample a continuous

spectrum at the same time. Such sampling would yield low spectral

resolution, e.g., 10 GHz corresponds to 0.08 nm at the wavelength of

1550 nm. Recently, sophisticated methods to overcome this limitation

have been reported. For example, individual comb components can be
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tuned to scan over the frequency gap.16–21 Other methods include

spatially separating the comb lines using gratings,21 Fourier transform

spectroscopy of a single OFC22 and dual-mode spectroscopy using two

OFCs.23,24 Nevertheless, few efforts have been made to decrease the

comb spacing to improve the spectral resolution. This task may seem

simple and straightforward, but it is challenging for conventional

optical methods because the optical resonant cavity has to be very

long, e.g., a mode spacing of 1 MHz requires a cavity length of

150 m. In the MHz range, electrical modulation is more suitable.

In this paper, we report original work in which we use digitally

generated ultrafine optical frequency combs (UFOFCs) for high-reso-

lution, fast spectral measurements. The basic idea is to digitally gen-

erate an electrical waveform to modulate a continuous-wave (CW)

laser beam into the UFOFC, which is then used as the probing light for

the optical sensors; the output spectrum is detected by a coherent

receiver. The generation of the UFOFCs is based on our recent work

that used an advanced digital signal processing (DSP) technique,25–27

which can control the frequency spacing of comb from sub-MHz to

several hundred MHz. Conceptually, the use of UFOFC for spectral

detection in optical sensors yields three prominent benefits. First, the

frequency spacing of the comb can reach the sub-MHz level, which

enables discernment of spectral shifts of as little as 1025 nm.

Compared with the 0.001-nm resolution of OSAs, this spacing is

already an improvement of two orders of magnitude. Second, the

DSP in the current setup takes only 0.7 ms to complete one measure-

ment run, which represents an improvement in the response speed of

four orders of magnitude compared with the typical sweeping time

0.01–2 s of the OSAs. Finally, all the comb lines are retrieved by the

coherent receiver and simultaneously computed by digital processing,

thus enabling one to capture the full optical spectrum at a single time

point with a high signal-to-noise ratio. The aim of this work is to

explore the great opportunity of UFOFCs for high-resolution, fast

optical spectral measurements using a simple experiment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Conceptual design

A conceptual diagram is shown in Figure 1. A user-defined train of 1

and 0 data is transformed by the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT)

before being applied to an electric-to-optical (E/O) modulator to

modulate the narrow–linewidth CW laser into the UFOFC (see

Supplementary Section S1 for details). When the UFOFC passes the

device under test (DUT), the optical properties of the sample (specif-

ically, the changes in amplitude, phase, and polarization of each comb

line) are recorded. A coherent receiver measures the amplitude and

phase information of the optical signals after the optical-to-electrical

(O/E) conversion and finally sends the signals to the computer for data

process using a fast Fourier transform (FFT). Figure 1a presents the

generated UFOFC. Figure 1b and 1c shows the altered frequency comb

after the DUT and the calculated optical spectrum after data proces-

sing, respectively.

Experimental setup

For experimental demonstration, we set up the whole system for

UFOFC generation and detection as shown in Figure 2. In the com-

puter, the data train is carefully chosen to have an equal-amplitude,

pseudo-random phase relationship,25–27 and its IFFT has all real

values. The digital output is then uploaded into an arbitrary waveform

generator (AWG, Tektronix 7122B) for conversion into analog

electrical signals. The IFFT has a data length of 8192 points, and the

waveforms produced by the AWG are continuously output at

12 GSamples/s. It is noted that the pseudo-random phase relationship

is fixed once it is generated. Here, the ‘pseudo-randomness’ is used to

reduce the peak-to-average power ratio of the signal in the time

domain to ease the requirements for the intensity modulator and

the photodetector (see Supplementary Section S2 for details).

Uploading of IFFT data to the AWG is needed only the first time; after

uploading, the AWG can store the IFFT data, and it then outputs the
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Figure 1 Conceptual design of the optical sensing method using the digitally generated UFOFC and the DSP technique. A user-defined proper train of 0 and 1 is

subject to the IFFT, which is then used to modulate the input laser into a UFOFC (see inset a). After the UFOFC passes the device under test (DUT), the optical

properties of the DUT are encoded in the changes of amplitude, phase and/or polarization of each comb line (see inset b). The coherent receiver detects the changes

using the coherent detection technique, whose analog electrical outputs are sampled and sent to the computer for data processing using the FFT algorithm. The

obtained spectrum is shown in inset c.
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corresponding waveforms periodically, without the need for further

input from the computer. This procedure greatly simplifies the

UFOFC generation. For optical signals, a CW fiber laser with a wave-

length of 1550 nm and very narrow linewidth of approximately

400 Hz is used as the input. The laser is split into two branches: one

goes directly to the coherent receiver to act as the local oscillator, and

the other is modulated by the electrical signals from the AWG to

generate the UFOFC. Because the data sequence after the IFFT is

intentionally designed to be real-valued, amplitude modulation is

sufficient for this experiment. The UFOFC passes the sensing unit

and enters the coherent receiver (Picometrix CR-100A, bandwidth

25 GHz) to mix with the local oscillator for coherent detection. The

output of the coherent receiver is sampled at 50 GSamples/s by a real-

time oscilloscope (Tektronix 72004B), which feeds the data into the

computer for computing the optical spectrum using an FFT-based

channel estimation algorithm.26

Generated ultrafine optical frequency comb

The power spectrum of the generated UFOFC is shown in Figure 3. It is

measured using the coherent detection system presented in Figure 2

without the sensing unit. In Figure 3, most of the power is distributed

in the range ofDf 5 25 to 15 GHz. The power at 5 GHz is ,2 dB less

than that at 0 GHz. The zoomed view in Figure 3 shows that the comb

lines are spaced by 12 GHz/8192 5 1.46 MHz (<0.01 pm at l 5

1550 nm). The comb spacing could be further reduced by increasing

the length of IFFT. In this experiment, the AWG has a sampling rate of

12 GSamples/s. Thus, it can generate a frequency comb in the range of

0 to 16 GHz, as limited by the Nyquist sampling theorem. The power

spectrum in the 26 to 0 GHz range is symmetric with that in 0 to

16 GHz range. In total, the maximum bandwidth of the frequency

comb is 26 GHz to 16 GHz. Nevertheless, in the comb generation

process, the power densities from 26 to 25 GHz and from 15 to

16 GHz are intentionally set to 0, which helps improve the noise

resistance capability. In this manner, a low-noise, stable UFOFC with

a comb spacing of 1.46 MHz over the range of 10 GHz is generated.

Some additional experimental data regarding the UFOFC, such as the

time-domain waveform and the overlapped power spectra of 100

measurements, are shown in Supplementary Section S2.

Mach–Zehnder refractive index sensing unit

For measurement of real samples, we built a refractive index sensing

unit based on the unbalanced Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI)

(see Figure 4). The DUT uses a quartz cuvette to contain liquid sam-

ples. In this experiment, we introduced a subtle change of refractive

index by slightly varying the temperature of the liquid sample. Here,

an MZI is used because of its simplicity and its broad use in refractive
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Figure 2 Experimental diagram of the sensing system using the digitally generated ultrafine optical frequency comb and coherent optical detection. ADC, analog-to-

digital converter; DAC, digital-to-analog converter.
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Figure 3 Power spectrum of the generated ultrafine optical frequency comb with a frequency spacing of 1.46 MHz.
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index sensors based on measurement of the spectral shifts of trans-

mission peaks.28–33 The phase difference between the sensing arm and

the reference arm of the MZI can be expressed as

w ~
2p

l
nL z OPDi0ð Þ ð1Þ

where l is the wavelength, n is the refractive index of the sample, L is

the physical length of the liquid sample along the optical axis, and

OPDi0 represents the optical path difference (OPD) from all the other

parts (e.g., fibers and collimators) except for the DUT. When the

temperature is varied to induce a refractive index change Dn in the

sample, the phase change DW and the shift in the peak wavelength Dl

can be expressed as

DW ~
2pL
l

Dn ð2Þ

Dl ~
lL

OPD0

Dn ð3Þ

Here, OPD0 5 n0L 1 OPDi0 is the initial total OPD between the

sensing arm and the reference arm, and n0 is the initial refractive index

of the sample (see Supplementary Section S3 for the derivations of

these equations).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Comparison of the spectral resolutions

In the experiment, we used ethanol as the sample liquid and examined

the change of its refractive index with temperature using both the OSA

method and the UFOFC method. Here, the OSA method refers to

using an OSA (Yokogawa AQ6370B, which can achieve a resolution

of 0.002 nm) to measure the transmission spectra. The measured

transmission spectra of the MZI sensing unit are presented in

Figure 5. As the phase is increased, the spectrum is shifted to higher

frequencies. The period is DF 5 5.4961 GHz, which implies that the

initial OPD is OPD0 5 0.05455 m.

Figure 6 shows the peak shift determined using the OSA method

and the measured phase change determined using the UFOFC method

when the temperature is changed by only 0.1 6C (from 24.4 to 24.5 6C).

The OSA method measures only four data points of spectral shift,

whereas the UFOFC method produces many more. This difference

occurs because the OSA has a resolution that is limited to dl 5

0.002 nm and thus cannot discern very small changes in the refractive

index and temperature (dn 5 1.4 3 1025, dT 5 0.033 6C). By contrast,

the UFOFC has a phase resolution of dw 5 0.0017 rad (which is

determined by the comb spacing of 1.46 MHz) and can detect much

smaller changes (dn 5 8.4 3 1028, dT 5 2.0 3 1024 6C). The resolu-

tion of the UFOFC method is finer than that of the OSA method by

a factor of 167. Similarly, the UFOFC method is 167 more sensitive

than the OSA method in terms of the refractive index change

and the temperature change. Table 1 presents the resolutions

of the OSA method and the UFOFC method for different para-

meters (see Supplementary Section S4 for the details of the resolution

calculations).
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Figure 4 Diagram of the refractive index sensing unit using the unbalanced

Mach-Zehnder interferometer. It consists of two fiber couplers and two optical

arms with different lengths. The reference arm is simply a short section of fiber,

and the sensing arm utilizes a pair of collimators to guide the probe light through

the liquid sample contained in a quartz cuvette. The quartz cuvette is put in a

water bath, whose temperature is controlled by an electric heater. Slight variation

of the temperature of the liquid sample introduces a subtle change in the refract-

ive index of the liquid sample. As a result, the phase and peak wavelength of the

transmitted light are shifted.
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Figure 5 Measured transmission spectra of the Mach–Zehnder interferometer

sensor when ethanol is used as the sample liquid. The spectrum is blueshifted

with a larger optical phase. The period is DF 5 5.4961 GHz, which indicates that

the initial optical path difference OPD0 between the two arms is 0.05455 m.
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Figure 6 The phase change (black crosses) measured using the UFOFC method

and the peak shift (red dots) measured using the OSA method when the ethanol

sample is heated up from 24.4 to 24.5 6C. Within the temperature change of

0.1 6C, the OSA method discerns only 4 data points, with a large error

(60.002 nm), whereas the UFOFC method produces 36 data points, with a very

small error (60.0017 rad). For the phase shift data points, the error bars are too

small to see.
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Comparison of the measured thermo-optic coefficients

From the slopes and the error ranges of the curves in Figure 6 and

using Equations (2) and (3), the thermo-optic coefficient (TOC) of

ethanol is calculated to be dn/dT 5 (24.9 6 2.2) 3 1024 6C21 by

the OSA method and (24.328 6 0.009) 3 1024 6C21 by the UFOFC

method. The error is an intolerable 45% for the OSA method, but it

is only 0.2% for the UFOFC method, which demonstrates that the

UFOFC is more precise than the OSA method by a factor of 225. For

ease of comparison, the TOCs of ethanol measured by different

methods and their error ranges are listed in Table 2 and plotted

in Figure 7 (see Supplementary Section S5 for the details of the

calculations). Compared with the value (23.99 6 0.20) 3

1024 6C21 presented in the literature34 and another value (24.28

6 0.08) 3 1024 6C21 measured by us using the Fresnel reflection

method over the temperature range of 18–56 6C (see Supplementary

Section S6), the TOC determined by the UFOFC method is consist-

ent with the reference data, whereas that determined by the OSA

method is not.

In this experiment, we intentionally chose a small range of temper-

ature change (0.1 6C). One reason is to clearly demonstrate the advant-

age of fine resolution of the UFOFC method. The other reason is that

the TOC itself is also temperature dependent (although only

weakly).35,36 Because they were limited by spectral resolution, many

previous studies used a large temperature range (e.g., DT ,20 6C in

Ref. 34), and the TOC obtained in such studies is in fact the value

averaged over that temperature range. By contrast, the UFOFC

method enables measuring the value of the TOC very close to a specific

temperature point.

Dynamic response

To examine the dynamic response of the UFOFC method, the DUT is

replaced by a LiNbO3 intensity modulator (Covega Mach-20 035,

bandwidth 18 GHz). When an electrical pulse (with a width of

15 ms) is applied to the intensity modulator to generate a phase

change pulse (see Figure 8a), the UFOFC method can detect the wave-

form very well (see Figure 8b). The rise and fall of the phase change are

both captured within one cycle of data sampling, which is 8192/

12 GHz 5 0.7 ms (see Equation (S20)). This result demonstrates an

enhancement in the response speed of greater than four orders of

magnitude compared with the OSA sweep time (0.5 s).

Table 1. Comparison of the resolutions of the OSA method and the UFOFC method

The OSA method The UFOFC method Ratio (OSA over UFOFC)

Measured parameter Peak wavelength shift Phase shift of comb lines

Resolutions

Phase shift dw – 0.0017 rad

Wavelength shift dl 0.002 nm 0.01 pm 167

Refractive index change dn 1.4 3 1025 8.4 3 1028 167

Temperature change dT 0.033 6C 2.0 3 1024 6C 167

Table 2. List of the thermo-optic coefficients of ethanol measured by different methods

Thermo-optic coefficient of ethanol dn/dT

(6C21) Error Measured conditions

OSA method (24.9 6 2.2) 3 1025 45% 24.5 6C, 1550 nm

UFOFC method (24.328 6 0.009) 3 1024 0.2% 24.5 6C, 1550 nm

Fresnel reflection method (24.28 6 0.08) 3 1024 1.8% 18–56 6C, 1550 nm

Fiber Bragg grating34 (23.99 6 0.20) 3 1024 5.0% 21.0 6C, 1550 nm
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Figure 7 The thermo-optic coefficients and error ranges of ethanol measured by

different methods.
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DISCUSSION

The UFOFC method has capacity for further improvement. For

instance, if a longer data length is used for the IFFT and FFT, the

frequency spacing could be decreased to the Hz level and even lower,

thereby enabling further improvement by more than six orders of

magnitude. If the AWG has a faster sampling rate, the response time

can be further reduced. Furthermore, thanks to the use of digital data

processing, on the input side, the amplitude and phase of each comb

line can be adjusted easily to generate arbitrary optical waveforms

without the need for the complicated phase arrays that are used in

other optical waveform generator.37 On the output side, the ampli-

tude, phase, and polarization of each comb line can be retrieved indi-

vidually, which may enable detection of additional optical properties,

such as polarization changes.

Nevertheless, the UFOFC has a potential problem of limited band-

width of the frequency comb, e.g., only 10 GHz (,0.08 nm) in the

experimental demonstration presented in this work. Such a limited

bandwidth affects the measurement range of the spectral shift. This

problem can be overcome by using a coarse frequency comb (e.g., with

a spacing of 10 GHz and bandwidth 40 nm) as the light source. The

generated ultrafine frequency combs can then automatically be

stitched to span a large range (e.g., 40 nm).27

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have presented a method for generating UFOFCs and

a niche application for high-resolution, fast spectral measurement. For

an experimental demonstration, a frequency comb with a mode spa-

cing of 1.46 MHz over the range of 10 GHz is generated by DSP and

used to measure the tiny change in the refractive index of ethanol over

a temperature range of only 0.1 6C. Compared with the conventional

method using optical spectrum analyzers, this UFOFC method has 167

times finer spectral resolution, 225 times smaller error, and 4 orders of

magnitude faster dynamic response. The UFOFC method has the

potential to boost the performance of many available optical sensors

that require phase or spectral detection. Moreover, it can enable direct

label-free optical detection of subtle biochemical responses in the time

range of milliseconds to nanoseconds, which would be useful for

measurements of binding kinetics, molecular dynamics, secretion

and drug responses of cells and many other processes.4,38–41
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